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The SOLOMON ISLANDS COMMUNITY-LED TOTAL SANITATION (CLTS) TOOLKIT is one of 

the support manuals developed for the Rural Water Supply, Sanitation and Hygiene Programme in 

the Solomon Islands.  It will be used to guide Sanitation Facilitators, and others working with 

villages, to trigger village action on taking control of sanitation and hygiene within their villages. 

 

This guide is the approved set of guidelines for sanitation and hygiene promotion work with 

villages.  Any organisations that are doing sanitation and hygiene promotion work in Solomon 

Island villages are expected to use this guide. 

 

The guide was developed by Isabel Ross and Jennimer Ngoli from the RWASH Unit within 

Environmental Health Division at the Ministry of Health and Medical Services.  It has benefitted 

from the ideas and experience of a large number of collaborators – 

 Ministry of Health and Medical Services (MHMS) – RWASH, HPD and CBR 

 Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development (MEHRD) 

 Ministry of Women, Youth, Children and Family Affairs (MWYCFA) 

 Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification (MMERE) 

 Ministry of Rural Development 

 Solomon Islands Rural Development Program (RDP) 

 Provincial Government 

 Australian Aid - DFAT 

 United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) – WASH and Child Protection 

 United Nations Development Program (UNDP)  

 World Vision Solomon Islands (WVSI) 

 Adventist Development & Relief Agency Solomon Islands (ADRA) 

 Caritas Australia 

 French Red Cross 

 Live & Learn Solomon Islands 

 Solomon Islands Red Cross Society (SIRCS) 

 Save the Children Solomon Islands (STCSI) 

 Water Aid 

 And others 

 

The Guide has been produced through financial assistance from the Australian Government. 

 

Much thanks to Petra Rohr Rouendaal for the artwork. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

CLTS  Community-Led Total Sanitation 

HPU  Health Promotion Unit 

IP  Implementing Partner 

MHMS  Ministry of Health and Medical Services 

NGO  Non-Government Organisation 

OD  Open Defecation 

NOD  No Open Defecation 

PWD  People with disabilities 

PWLM  People with limited mobility 

SIG  Solomon Islands Government 

WASH  Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 

RWASH National Rural WASH Unit 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Hygiene: Conditions or practices that help to maintain health and prevent the spread of 

disease. 

Sanitation: Facilities and services used for the safe disposal of waste, and to maintain hygienic 

conditions. 

Disability An illness, injury or condition that makes it difficult for someone to do the things that 

other people do.   
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INTRODUCTION 

& PLANNING 
 

These activities are for CLTS Facilitators, to provide some background and help prepare you 

for going into the village.   

 

These activities are not intended to be used with the village. 

 

 

 

Introduction & Planning Steps: 

1. Why Sanitation and Hygiene? 
2. WASH and Human Rights 
3. The Rural WASH Programme 
4. Community-Led Total Sanitation 
5. Facilitation Techniques 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
. 

 

  

Activity – Handwashing Facility Competition 

At the end of Day 1, let participants know that there will be a competition for the day. 

Each SanTeam is required to make one handwashing facility (HWF) using cheap, 

easily available materials.   

These handwashing facilities must be made in their own time (eg. during breaks) 

and they must source these materials themselves. 

The HWF will be judged during lunchtime of Day 2 according to creativity and 

hygiene, and a prize awarded to the winner 
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Why Sanitation and Hygiene? 

 

Objectives: By the end of this session, participants will be able to:  

a) Explain the importance of sanitation, hygiene and the three pillar approach 

 

 

Activity -  Vote with your Feet                                                (10 mins + 10 mins discussion) 

1. Ask – “Which do you feel has the biggest impact on health – water quality, sanitation or 

hygiene?”  Get people to vote with their feet by going to the corner that they think has the 

biggest impact.  Record the number of people in each corner in the table below.  

2. Get each corner to estimate the percent reduction in diarrhoea due to the component they 

selected (eg. 70% reduction due to water quality).  Add this to the table. 

3. Compare this with the research (144 studies, reviewed by Stephen Esrey) 

 

Component No. people Estimate % 

diarrhoea reduction 

Research % 

diarrhoea reduction 

Water quality    

Sanitation    

Hygiene    

Combined    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DID YOU KNOW? 

 More people die from diseases caused by not having a toilet, than from HIV/AIDS, 

Malaria & Tuberculosis combined! 

 People without a toilet consume around 10g of faecal matter per day!  This can contain 

100 million viruses, 10 million bacteria, 10000 parasite cysts & 1000 parasite eggs. 

 Every dollar invested in sanitation yields a return of $5. 

 Hygiene and Sanitation Promotion is the most cost-effective of any health intervention. 

 Toilets are a symbol of higher income, education, and social status.  
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Activity – Impact of Sanitation and Hygiene                       (15 mins + 15 mins discussion) 

On flipchart paper, post the three questions below around the room. 

In three groups, get each group to spend 5 minutes answering one question.  After 5 minutes, 

get each group to rotate so that they have a chance to answer each question. 

Discuss the answers with the whole group. 

 

Why have Sanitation and Hygiene been neglected in the past? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the Health Impacts of poor sanitation and hygiene? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What other impacts are there due to poor sanitation and hygiene?   
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WASH and Human Rights 

 

Objectives: By the end of this session, participants will be able to:  

a) Understand human rights in relation to sanitation and hygiene 

b) Understand why and how to include women and vulnerable groups in achieving sanitation 

and hygiene. 

 

 

What is a Human Right? 

The basic rights and freedoms that humans are entitled to simply because they are human.  This 

means that they apply to all humans equally, regardless of nationality, sex, ethnicity, colour, 

religion, language etc. 

 

Water, sanitation and hygiene are essential to the full enjoyment of life, health, dignity, empowerment 

and prosperity.  For this reason, access to basic sanitation and hygiene is a human right (UN 

Declaration, 2010), meaning that every person is entitled to sanitation and hygiene. 

 

Human Rights are indivisible 

All human rights are interrelated and cannot be separated from each other.  For example, the 

improvement of one right will help to advance the other rights, while the deprivation of one right will 

adversely affect all other rights.   

 

If we consider this in terms of sanitation and hygiene: 

 The right to health can only be guaranteed when sanitation and hygiene needs are met.   

 The right to an adequate standard of living includes the right to water and sanitation. 

 The right to education is not achieved when girls drop out of school because of a lack of 

sanitation and menstrual hygiene facilities. 

 The right to dignity can only be achieved when people are able to defecate privately 

 The right to safety is compromised when women and children have to walk far to defecate 

 

What does that mean for us? 

While WASH are human rights, this does not mean that everybody is entitled to free water and 

sanitation.   

 

Governments are considered to be upholding rights if they take steps to progressively realise the 

right, using the resources available.  WASH services must also be sustainable and affordable for all.  

People are expected to contribute financially or otherwise to the extent that they can. 

 

The CLTS approach fulfils this criteria.  Through government policy and support for the CLTS 

program, villages take responsibility for the attainment of sanitation and hygiene, using sanitation 

solutions that they have chosen to be sustainable and affordable. 
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Social Inclusion 

    Men have always been in charge. 

          Women cannot make decisions. 

                      People with disabilities should stay at home. 

       Sound familiar? 

 

We have now established that every single person has a right to sanitation and hygiene.  However, 

is every person given an equal opportunity to achieve these rights? 

 

Our villages are made up of lots of people from lots of different backgrounds. Some people, such 

as women, children, the elderly and people with disabilities, are often excluded from village 

processes, including decision making and basic services.  

 

We all have the right to participate in our villages, regardless of our background - this is referred to 

as social inclusion. 

 

Social inclusion makes good sense.  Excluding some members of the village in CLTS comes at a 

high cost.  

 

No Open Defecation will never be achieved unless all members of the village are practising. It is 

important to make sure no one is excluded from CLTS.  This requires taking extra steps to make 

sure they are participating. 

 

Activity – Social Exclusion Case Studies                          (15 mins + 20 mins discussion) 

Break into two groups.  Assign each group a case study and ask them to answer the following 

questions.  Discuss the answers with the group. 

 

Case Study 1: 

During the pre-triggering meeting, SanTeam members, along with the CBR officer and Chief 

worked to ensure all village members were invited to the triggering.  They put a special effort 

into ensuring all people with disabilities were invited.   

 

Almost everyone in the village attended the triggering.  It was a huge success and everyone 

left motivated to become No Open Defecation. 

 

One person who did not attend was a girl with a disability.  Although she knew about the 

meeting and wanted to attend, she could not because the path to the meeting place was long 

and difficult. 

 

The girl’s family did attend, however, and immediately started building a nice toilet.  However, 

the young girl could not use the toilet because it was located up a small hill that was hard to 

get to, and the doorway and space inside the toilet were too small for her to get in and turn 

around.  Instead, she continued to crawl to the bush.   

 

People from the village laughed at her and avoided her because she continued to practice the 

old habits, even though her family had a toilet.  The young girl felt more ashamed because 

she had to defecate openly while everyone else could use the toilet. 
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Case Study 2: 

In a pre-triggering visit to the village, SanTeam members asked the Chief to invite “the village, 

and some women”. They left all arrangements to the Chief. 

 

On the day of the triggering, the SanTeam found the women waiting, sitting at the back of the 

meeting place.  The facilitators sat at the front with the Chief, and other men. 

 

At the start of the workshop, the Facilitator asked – “Tell me about the sanitation situation in 

your village?” He looked at the men sitting in the front and invited each of them to give their 

views.  All the men gave long talks about the need for government and donors to provide 

materials for toilets.  “Government and donors have always provided things for us”. 

 

After the men had talked, the Facilitator asked – “What do the women think?” The women 

remained silent and a few giggled.  The Facilitator tried several times to coax them to talk, but 

there was no response so he gave up. 

 

One woman eventually put up her hand and said that everyone should build toilets without 

waiting for subsidies, because it is shameful that the village is surrounded by shit.  Everyone 

gave her a loud clap, but then ignored what she said and asked for subsidies again. 

  

The Facilitator then raised the issue of toilet designs.  The men said they wanted pour-flush 

toilets.  No-one asked the women for their views.  At this point, a few women left the meeting 

to go home and cook. 

 

At the end of the meeting, the Facilitator summarised the men’s views and then added – 

“Next time the women should talk”.  

 

1. How were women and people with disabilities (PWD) left out of the meeting? 
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2. Why should women and PWD be actively involved in discussions and decision-making on 

sanitation and hygiene? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Do you think the same thing can happen with other people in society?  List the types of people 

that are often excluded, or have limited decision-making power. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. As a Facilitator, what can you do to ensure that women and other vulnerable groups take an 

active part in discussion and decision-making? 
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Monitoring Participation 

 

Participation ladders can be used to monitor how effectively men, women or different groups report 

they are participating in decisions being made.  They can also be used more broadly to support 

planning for participation in all stages of a project. 

 

A visual aid that illustrates the steps of participation – from token participation, to ownership and 

control – can help facilitate a monitoring activity with a group such as a committee. 

 

 
      Reference:  Working effective with women and men in WASH Programmes - Resource Guide 

 

When using the ladder, it is best to separate the men and women (or different groups).  In each 

group, identify: 

1. Where are they currently on the ladder? 

2. Where would they like to be? 

3. What would support this happening?   

 

The ladder should be used regularly with Triggerings and Sanitation Committee meetings to monitor 

the level of participation, changes in participation, to raise awareness of the barriers faced by 

different groups or members, and to develop steps or strategies to overcome them. 
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The Rural WASH Programme 

 

Objectives: By the end of this session, participants will be able to:  

a) Understand the government’s policy on WASH 

 

 

Activity – Monuments to Failure                                         (15 mins + 20 mins discussion) 

In small groups, identify one sanitation project that had failed.  List its name, cost and location, 

then outline reasons for failure, with a star next to the 2 most important reasons for failure.  

Each group presents back their findings. 

 

Failed sanitation projects are common in countries with high subsidy approaches, with many donors 

wanting to give out funds, and seeing subsidies for household toilets as an easy way to do this.  

However because the demand hadn’t actually been created these were not used what was left 

behind was a series of monuments to failure. 

 

The Solomon Islands Government has now recognised that it cannot build and maintain sanitation 

facilities for every family in the country. It has also recognised that, for villages to value and take 

ownership of sanitation and hygiene practices, they need to do it themselves.  

 

In 2014, the Cabinet of Solomon Islands endorsed a new national Rural Water, Sanitation and 

Hygiene (RWASH) policy, to guide all RWASH activities in the country.  A policy is a set of values or 

rules to guide the actions of a government, organisation, or individuals. 

 

The main goal of the Rural WASH Policy is to: 

IMPROVE THE HEALTH AND WELL BEING OF RURAL VILLAGES  

THROUGH IMPROVED AND APPROPRIATE WATER AND SANITATION FACILITIES 

AND HYGIENE PRACTICES. 

 

The policy calls for: 

 A Three pillar approach that integrates Water, Sanitation and Hygiene.  This means that all water 

supply projects must include sanitation and hygiene triggering. 

 No subsidies for household sanitation.  This means that the government, and other organisations, 

cannot provide materials or money for sanitation.  Instead, the program aims to create demand 

for sanitation among villages, so that villages will take the lead in improving their own sanitation. 

 Simple, sustainable solutions.  To ensure safe water, improved sanitation and hygiene into the 

future, solutions must be simple, affordable, and effective.  A self-sustaining market for WASH 

should be established to ensure continued access to appropriate WASH solutions. 

 A coordinated approach.  The RWASH programme, under the Environmental Health Division 

(EHD) of the Ministry of Health and Medical Services (MHMS), requires all implementing partners 

to work with the RWASH Programme to create a consistent approach, and consolidated data on 

progress. 
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Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, participants will be able to:  

a) Explain why the CLTS approach is preferred over previous sanitation approaches 

b) Understand the CLTS process, and key success factors 

 

 

CLTS is one of the main strategies adopted by the R-WASH Programme to achieve its goal.  

 

The CLTS approach was first pioneered by Kamal Kar in Bangladesh in 1999.  The approach was 

so successful that it is now used in over 40 countries across Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Middle 

East, and the Pacific.  CLTS was first introduced into the Solomon Islands in 2013. 

 

The goal of CLTS is to activate and empower whole villages to stop open defecation. 

 

Traditional approach to sanitation CLTS approach 

Philosophy of ‘We must help the poor’. Philosophy of ‘People are able to do it themselves’. 

Provides subsidies & hand-outs, which 

creates dependency. 

No subsidies.  Villages are empowered to take 

charge of their sanitation themselves. 

Targets individual behaviour. 
Targets whole villages.  One person open 

defecating affects everyone. 

Assumes people are uneducated about 

sanitation, and tells them what to do. 

Empowers people to do their own thinking and 

make their own decisions. 

Imposes fixed designs and standards. 
Villages develop local solutions based on local 

conditions, materials and skills. 

Hides the dangers, by using sanitised 

words and approaches. 

Uses crude language – the word “shit” - to have a 

frank discussion about the harmful effects of OD. 

Goal / Focus = the number of toilets. Goal / Focus = no open defecation. 

CLTS is about having fun!!  It should be entirely led by the village! 

There are no subsidies & no telling villages what they should do.   

It uses the strengths of the village to determine what change they want & how they’ll do it 

 

 

Activity – Monuments to Success                                                                            (10 mins) 

Look back at the Monuments to Failure activity, and how see many of the reasons for failure 

are related to the “traditional approach to sanitation”.  How many of these could be improved 

by using the CLTS approach? 

 

While CLTS is great for triggering fast action on improving sanitation and hygiene, it is important to 

be aware of some of the challenges in maintaining this behaviour change in the long-term. 

 Will the location and number of latrines affect ground-water or nearby water sources? 

 What will happen if latrines are full, flooded, or collapse due to earthquakes or cyclones? 

 Will households move up the sanitation ladder, to better quality latrines? 
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CLTS Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Often, people who work in CLTS focus mostly on the triggering.  Triggering alone will never achieve 

NOD status.  Each step is essential to make the next step more successful, and easier for you!  If 

you skip any step, then your project will fail and you will have to start again. 

 

If you do not have the time or money to do every step,  

then DO NOT do CLTS! 

 

 
  

Pre-Triggering:  CLTS Facilitators meet with village leaders, including Chiefs, religious 

leaders, women’s leaders, and youth leaders.  The aim is to motivate village leaders to take 

the lead in the fight against OD, to get village leaders to select a crude word for faeces to 

use during the triggering, and to plan the triggering event. 

 

Triggering:  At a village “triggering” meeting, villagers discuss open defecation and, through 

a series of participatory activities, they realise that OD amounts to eating each other’s shit.  

The strong feeling of shame and disgust drives them to want to stop OD. Villages develop 

an Action plan to stop OD, using locally-acceptable solutions. 

 

Follow Up & Committee Training:  Follow up should commence the day after the triggering, 

starting with training of the village WASH committee.  Visits by the CLTS Facilitators to 

monitor and motivate the village should continue every week until NOD is reached - this 

could take from 2 weeks - 6 months. 

 

NOD & Post-NOD:  Verification by a panel of experts is conducted to ensure the village is 

NOD.  The village then celebrates.  Environmental Health staff continue to monitor the village 

every 6 months to ensure there is no “slippage”, and to help villages retain NOD status. 
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People who make CLTS a success 

 

The government aims to roll-out CLTS to every village in the country within 5 years (that’s 6,000 

villages!).  This will require a network of players, including: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within each SanTeam, there are the following roles and responsibiltiies: 

 Lead Facilitator:  Leads the triggering. This person should be good at building energy among 

people, speak the local language, be a good role model, and have a sense of fun! 

 Co-Facilitator:  Helps the Lead Facilitator by encouraging participation, and ensuring each 

activity flows smoothly on to the next.  They need the same characteristics as the Lead. 

 Child Facilitator:  Leads the separate triggering of children, and facilitates the making of 

songs, slogans and drama.  They need the same characteristics as the Lead Facilitator, but with 

experience in facilitating children.   

 Recorder:  Records what happens during the triggering.  This person should be literate, and 

fluent in the local language and English.  The Co-Facilitator can also be the Recorder. 

 Participation Builder:  Ensures a good environment for the discussion, encourages 

participation, deals with difficult people, and finds the right time to merge the children and adult 

groups.  The Child Facilitator or Co-Facilitator can also be the Participation Builder. 

 

In addition, every SanTeam member must be willing to travel regularly into the field, to assist with 

follow-up and offer continuous support to village members as they transition to NOD. 

  

National RWASH 

- Send money to Provinces quarterly 

- Analyse monthly monitoring data & report to Provinces 

- Recruit and train National Trainers 

Provincial Environmental Health / Health Promotion 

- Advertise & select CLTS Facilitators 

- Meet with Facilitators monthly -  collect Monitoring Forms and 

provide funds 

- Verify NOD 

- Advocacy & Institutional Triggering 

- Monthly Surprise Visits 

SanTeams - made of 3-5 CLTS Facilitators 

- Pre-Triggering, Triggering, & Training Committee for 3-5 villages 

- Follow up villages every week 

- Submit Triggering & Monitoring Forms and Activity Plans to EHD 

Village Committee - made up of Natural Leaders 

- Keep village on target & motivated 

- Complete monitoring forms 2-3 times per week & give to SanTeam 

Village  

- Take the lead in making their villages No Open Defecation 
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Selecting Villages for success 

Villages respond to CLTS triggering in different ways.   

 

The Solomon Islands is made up of many villages, with different cultures and living environments.  

Because of this, the sanitation needs and solutions of each village will vary.   

 

It is recommended to start CLTS in more favourable places first, establish some success stories, 

gain experience and confidence, and then use these successes to spread the movement to more 

difficult places.  Although not every village will fit the criteria, try and find villages that fit as many of 

the criteria as possible. 

 

Favourable conditions for CLTS include: 

 Enthusiastic leadership (formal leaders or natural leaders) 

 Active village groups, and evidence of previous village action / management 

 Socially and culturally similar 

 Stable, permanent population (eg. Few seasonal workers) 

 Small villages (20 – 100 households) 

 Close to neighbouring villages 

 People living close together 

 High incidence of sickness, especially diarrhoea and child mortality 

 Dirty and filthy conditions 

 Polluted or unprotected water source 

 Lack of trees / plants for privacy 

 No previous sanitation projects that offered subsidies 

 Stable soil that is easy to dig, and not prone to flooding 
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NOD Requirements 

By now you will have heard the term “NOD” or “No Open Defecation” be used a lot, but what does 

it actually mean? 

 

Activity – NOD Case Study                                                                    (30 mins discussion) 

Read out the following case study & ask the group to answer the questions.  Discuss the 
responses. 

 

VILLAGE A: In this village, the government made it a rule for all households to have a latrine and 

provided subsidies. Now, every household has built a pour-flush latrine.  However, some people 

use the latrines to store tools, or keep the toilets for visitors so that they stay clean.  Because of 

this, a small number of people continue to go to the beach to defecate.   

 

VILLAGE B: In this village, the village decided to become NOD.  So far, 60 households have built 

latrines that they use, while the other 40 households share latrines with their wantok.   Nobody 

goes to the beach to defecate.  The latrines are very simple pit toilets.  They have covers over the 

drop-hole to stop flies, and a place nearby to wash hands with water and sand. 

 

1. Are either any of these villages NOD?  Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What does being NOD mean to you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solomon Islands follows a three-star system to help villages reach NOD status. 

The stars do not have to be completed in any particular order, but a village must have all three 

stars to be NOD. 

 

 No signs of open defecation + no reports of open defecation 

 EVERY household uses a complete latrine (clean & stops flies / animals) 

 EVERY household has a hand washing facility with water + soap / soap alternative 

(eg. Ash, sand, akwa leaf) close to the latrine 

 

Once a village is certain that they have achieved all three stars, they must notify a member of the 

SanTeam, who will arrange a visit to look at the village and verify the NOD status. 
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Facilitation Techniques 

 

Objectives: By the end of this session, participants will be able to:  

a) Understand the qualities and techniques to be a good facilitator 

 

 

In the past field workers used to give long presentations and tell the village what to do. 

 

The CLTS approach is different.  It is no longer TALK – TALK – TALK. 

 

Your job is to assist villages to do things on their own.  The village is in control. 

 

Facilitation IS NOT: 

 One-way delivery of facts and information from a teacher (who knows everything) to passive 

participants (who are assumed to know nothing).  You will notice when this is happening 

because the energy of the group will drop dramatically. 

 Filling the heads of participants with new facts and information and getting them to 

memorise what we tell them. 

 

Facilitation IS: 

 Active discussion – all participants contribute to the ideas and thinking.  It builds 

responsibility, ownership and motivation!  In CLTS, high energy is what we want. 

 It respects participants’ ability – they are capable of thinking, analysing issues, solving 

problems, etc – so we build on this capacity. 

 

 

STEPS TO FACILITATING DISCUSSIONS 

 

1. Question, question, question 

 There are three types of questions: 

a) Closed questions – Avoid questions that get one response, such as “Yes/No”.  They don’t 

promote discussion.  For example, “Do you have a toilet?” 

b) Open questions – Use questions that encourage many responses, and get people talking 

and discussing.  They usually start with “When”, “What”, “Why”, or “How”.  For example, 

“How do you feel about having all this shit in your village?” 

c) Probing questions – Use a series of follow-up questions to get more information, or to get 

more people participating.  It includes questions like, “Tell me more?  Give me an example. 

What does it mean?  What can we do to solve it?"   

 Keep asking questions.  A common weakness is to ask one question - and then stop.    Don’t 

be satisfied with one answer.  Keep asking to find out more & encourage participation. 

 Don’t give answers.  Villages are used to being told what to do by outsiders.  If someone 

raises a problem, give it to the village to answer.  Help the village to use their own experience 

to come up with their own ideas.  They know what will work best. 

 

2. Listen Actively 

 Use encouragers to signal that you are listening (eg. Nodding your head, saying things like 

“Yes….Okay…..I see….That’s interesting….Tell me more….” 
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 Rephrase.  Repeat what each person says in a simple way, to ensure everyone hears and 

understands.  It also encourages participation, because it shows you were listening. For 

example, “What I heard you say is that shit gets washed into the river and we drink that”.  

 

3. Encourage participation & avoid silences: 

 Redirect questions.  Use questions like, “Eddie said this. What do others think?”  This is very 

effective at shifting the discussion away from dominant people, and encouraging shy people, 

women or people with disabilities to participate. 

 Clap.  Getting everyone to clap is a good way to recognise contributions.  In CLTS, clapping 

is very effective when people admit to filthy practices, and commit to changing behaviour. 

 Avoid silences.  Use probing questions and single out individuals.  Ask things like “Do you 

agree?”, “What do you think?”, “Why?”  Add jokes relevant to the topic. 

 Get agreement.  Once a decision is made, get everyone to show their agreement – they can 

put their hands up, clap, or yell out “Yes” when you ask if they agree. 

 

4. Handling Difficult Situations 

 Ensure village leaders are well-briefed and on board.  If village leaders are well-briefed, 

then they can speak out on the issue and help to reduce tension. 

 Managing Disagreement.  Acknowledge that there is a conflict, define the problem so that 

everyone has understood, then help participants to identify common ground.  

Ensure the focus on the issue, not on the personalities.  Avoid statements of blame. 

 Handling Difficult Questions.  Remind the village that they are the experts on their own 

situation & invite them to give their opinion.  Remind them that you are not forcing them to do 

things & that they, themselves, must decide what they want to do as a village. 

 

Activity – Shit Taboo                                                                                            (15 mins) 

In pairs, choose one person to be the questioner and one person to be a respondent.   

Ask the questioner to use questions ONLY to get the respondent to say “shit”.  They are not 

allowed to use or spell the word “shit” themselves.   

Ask the respondent to avoid using the word “shit” as much as possible.   

Observe how long it takes and what questions work best.   

Swap roles so each person practices being a questioner. 
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FACILITATING THE VILLAGE 
 

The following activities are ones that you, as a Facilitator, should do with every village.   

 

These activities are definitely not the only way of implementing CLTS, however they have all 

been chosen based on a Solomon Islands context. 

 

Please feel free to modify and change in accordance with the local situation. 
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BEFORE THE TRIGGERING 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Engage village leaders & plan a village triggering 

b) Gather baseline information 

c) Identify and register people with disabilities, and assist them to join the Triggering 

 

Who: Lead Facilitator, Recorder, Community-Based Rehabilitation (CBR) Officer 

Time needed: 2 hours 

When: 1-2 days before triggering 

Resources: Number of cases of diarrhoea in the last year (from local clinic) 

TRIGGERING FORM (1), MONITORING FORM (10), Pen, Camera 

 

The Pre-Triggering is designed to trigger Village Leaders.  This sets the scene for a successful 
triggering.  Failure to pre-trigger well means that triggering, and CLTS, will also fail. 
 
Arrange to meet with Village Leaders a day or two before the triggering.  Include Chiefs, Church 
leaders, Women leaders, Youth leaders, Business leaders, School leaders, committee leaders etc. 
The more leaders on board, the stronger the support, and the easier it is for you! 
 
1. Ice-breaker. 
 
2. Introduce yourself. 
  
3. Introduce CLTS. 

 Give cases of diarrhoea to show how important sanitation is for the village. 

 Explain that CLTS is about villages taking charge of their own sanitation situation. 

 The village is smart.  You are here to learn from them, not to teach them. 
 

4. Empower leaders to take charge. 

 Talk about the importance of leaders in guiding & improving their villages. 

 Highlight what the village has achieved in the past without government support. 

 If they ask, mention that no subsidy is provided, or needed. 
 
5. Get the leaders to agree on a crude word for shit to use during the Triggering. 

 Mention that CLTS requires you to speak openly and honestly about sanitation.  Ask them 
what sanitation means.  Continue probing until they find a word for “shit”.  Do not settle for 
words like “human waste”, “business”, “go to bush/beach”. 

 You can try some of the following arguments: 
- Is faeces good or bad?  Why use a nice word to describe something that is so harmful? 
- We have used polite words in the past, but people are still getting sick and some are 

dying.  Now we need to try a new way.  Let’s be serious and honest about the issue. 
- We are all people of culture.  By using a bad word, we are not stepping over culture, but 

we need to be honest for the purposes of these exercises. 

 Make sure all leaders agree.  Get them to shout the word so they’re comfortable using it. 

 If leaders don’t agree to use a crude word, thank them and encourage them to continue 
practices that are making children sick.  Do not continue with CLTS in that village. 

NOTE:  This is often the most difficult part of pre-triggering.  Be strong and you will get there! 

  

Pre-Triggering 
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6. Plan the Triggering meeting – Venue & Time. 

 Check that every household can attend.  Ensure no other events are planned close to this 
time. 

 Identify people with disabilities, so that CBR can help them find ways to participate.  
Remember, people with disabilities also need toilets, and their open defecation affects 
everyone. 

 
7. Complete TRIGGERING FORM.  Complete Pre-Trigger section only. 

 
8. Visit Open Defecation areas. 

 Along the way, invite people to the triggering meeting. 

 Visit households with people with disabilities.  Discuss how they would like to participate. 
 
9. Baseline Monitoring.  Submit completed MONITORING FORM/s to Provincial EHD.  If 

baseline monitoring is unable to be completed at this time, it must be done in the first follow-up 

visit (one day after triggering). 
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DURING THE TRIGGERING 
 

There are two main things to remember during triggering: 

 

1. NEVER tell people that they are eating shit! 

 

2. Keep it quick!   A full triggering should take less than 3 hours, otherwise energy drops & 

people leave.  Focus on quality – select the most effective triggering activities and do them 

well, while giving sufficient time to Action Planning. 

 

 

Triggering steps: 

1. Introduction 

2. Shit Mapping & Carriers of Shit 

3. Shit Calculation  

4. Transect Walk, Food and Shit / Water and Shit & Smelly Hands 

5. Action Planning 

6. Handwashing Demonstration 

 

 

Materials checklist: 

 Number of cases of diarrhoea in the last year (from local clinic) 

 TRIGGERING FORM (1) 

 Camera (1, if available) 

 Markers (3) 

 Flipchart paper (25 sheets) 

 Masking Tape 

 Can Taiyo / fish (2)  

 Small bottles of water (2) 

 Toilet paper / leaves 

 Soap / soap alternative (ash, coconut, sand) 

 Empty 1.5L water bottle (2) 

 Empty 500mL water bottle (2) 

 Soap (1) 

 Kuat (1) 

 String 
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Introduction 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Prepare for and initiate a Triggering 

 

Who: SanTeam 

Time needed: 10 minutes 

Resources: Number of diarrhoea cases in the last year (from local clinic) 

 

Step 1:  Before the triggering starts 

 Lead Facilitator:  Visit village leaders; Walk around village & gather people to attend 

 Other SanTeam members:  Collect materials for shit mapping (adults & children);  Set up 
handwashing demonstration; Set up flipchart paper with pens 

 Ensure women and people with disabilities are represented & not sitting at the back / far away. 

 While waiting, get the children to sing songs to reduce and get the village’s attention. 
 

Step 2:  Start of Meeting 

 Ask village leaders to welcome everyone.  They may also like to start with a prayer. 

 Ice-breaker 

 Introduce yourself, your purpose for being there & details of diarrhoea cases. 

Do not mention the word latrine or toilet!  These words must come from the village. 

 Ask village leaders to announce what word they decided to use to discuss faeces.  Since village 

leaders have agreed to use it, check if everyone else agrees. 

- If people don’t agree, use the same probing questions that you used at the meeting with Village 

Leaders until the word is chosen. 

- If people agree, single out some people and get them to yell the word out loud.  Finally get the 

whole group to yell it.  Give a big clap. 

 Recorder:  Start to complete the Triggering section of the TRIGGERING FORM.   

 

Step 3:  Separate the Children from the Adults 

 Lead Facilitator should ask children to go with Child Facilitator.   

 A separate area should be set up so that children can do the same triggering activities as 

adults, but more child-friendly. 

 Children should also develop a song, chant, or speeches about the effects of open defecation, 

to present to the adults.  The aim is to pull at the heart-strings of their parents, so that the adults 

are motivated to take action to protect their children. 

 Child Facilitator is responsible for finding the right time to rejoin the adults and present the 

song/chant.  This can be done when there is a gap, or when adults have realised they eat shit.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

HOT TIPS 

In addition to songs and drama, you can also work with children on other activities: 

 Have children draw or write a banner to hang in the village. 

 Have children draw or write a small sign against open defecation.  They can tape it to a 

stick and parade it through the village, or post them throughout the village. 

 Have children write a letter to their parents telling them what they think and feel about 

open defecation. 
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(Space to write down songs, chants or script for children) 
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Shit Mapping 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Help the village recognise how shit is being spread throughout the village to their mouths. 

 

Who: Lead Facilitator – Leads the mapping with adults 

Co-Facilitator / Participation Builder – Encourages participation 

Child Facilitator – Leads the mapping with children 

Time needed: 35 minutes 

Resources: Stick, stones (10), cardboard, markers, powder (curry powder, sawdust or 

ash), Flipchart, Camera (if available), Triggering Form 

 

Step 1:  Draw the boundary and major landmarks (5 minutes) 

Note:  Do this step quickly, so that most of the time is spent on Steps 2, 3 & 4. 

 Ask the village to stand in a large circle.  Ask volunteers from the village to draw: 

- the boundary of the village, main roads, & rivers 

- Major landmarks, such as school, clinic, church & water points 

 Ask the village if they got it right.  If so, give them a clap 

 

Step 2:  Get each person to mark their house (10 minutes).  Every house should be marked. 

 

Step 3:  Mark the shitting places (10 minutes) 

 Ask people to put powder (eg. Sand, ash) on the places where they shit.  Don’t hand out the 

powder – ask everyone to get it themselves.  Pressure anyone not participating.  Say – “I don’t 

see any powder on your hands.  Please come and mark where you shit”. 

 Ask everyone to get more ash and mark where they shit at night, when it’s raining, or when they 

have diarrhoea / in a rush. 

 Get the village to look at the map and see the amount of shit, and where the shit is located. 

 

Step 4:  Carriers of Shit (10 minutes) 

 Point to different piles of shit on the map, and ask the village where it goes to.  Keep probing by 

asking “Then where does the shit go?”, until they say that they eat / drink the shit. 

 Clap every time that someone says “We eat shit” or “We drink shit”.  To emphasise the moment, 

ask - “Does everybody else agree that you are eating / drinking shit?” 

 

DO NOT tell people that they are eating shit or drinking shit.  They must be the ones who say it.   
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Shit Calculation 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Help people to realise how much shit is being produced in their village. 

 

Who: Lead Facilitator – leads the discussion  

Co-Facilitator / Recorder – record responses on a flipchart 

Child facilitator – Leads activities with children 

Time needed: 10 minutes 

Resources: Flipchart (1), Marker 

 

Now that the village has realised that they are eating shit, it is time to calculate how much shit they 

are producing (and eating!). 

 

Ask for a teacher or someone good at maths to come forward and help with the calculations.  As 

you go through, get them to do the calculations on flipchart paper for everyone to see. 

Avoid silences while doing calculations.  Instead, continue to ask questions, such as “Do you 

agree?” or “Who can tell me the answer?” 

 

1. Get the village to agree on: 

a. Average size of a shit.  Relate it to a common object, such as packets of rice or coconuts 

(eg. Half a bag of rice). 

b. Number of times each person shits per day (eg. 2 times). 

2. Do the following calculations: 

a. Shit produced every day by one person (eg. Half bag of rice x 2 times = 1 bag of rice) 

b. Shit produced every day by village (eg. 1 bag of rice x 100 people in village = 100 bags of 

rice per day) 

c. Shit produced every week in village (eg. 100 bags of rice x 7 days = 700 bags) 

d. Shit produced every year in village (eg. 700 bags x 100 weeks / 2 = 35,000 bags) 

3. Relate the answer to something the village understands.  For example, that is equivalent to 

filling 35 one-tonne trucks with shit. 

4. (Optional)  If time and energy allows, get the village to consider the amount of shit in 20 years 

when population is double! 

5. Congratulate the village on producing such a huge amount of shit.  Give them a clap. 

6. Finish by asking them where all the shit goes. 

 

  HOT TIPS:  Medical Calculation 

If time permits, you can also do a Medical Calculation.  Add up all the money and time 

required to take a child to the clinic.  Include: 

 Transport to/from the clinic 

 Costs of doctors, nurses and medication 

 Cost of food for you and child while at the clinic 

 Cost of accommodation if you need to stay overnight 

 Time away from school 

 Time away from farming, and other sources of income 

Multiply the cost of one child by the number of children per household & per village. 

 

You can also get the village to think about what it would cost if the child has to go to the 

Provincial Hospital or Honiara. 
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Transect Walk 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Develop disgust, embarrassment, and anger towards open defecation 

b) Determine the willingness of the village to stop open defecation 

 

Who: Lead facilitator – Leads the activity with adults 

Participation builder – Pushes people to the OD site 

Child facilitator – Leads the activity with children 

Time needed: 20 minutes 

Resources: Can of Taiyo / plate of food, Bottle of water, Toilet paper / anal cleansing 

material 

 

Step 1:  Transect Walk 

1. Now that participants have calculated how much shit they produce, now it’s time to go and look 

at some of that shit.  Co-Facilitators:  work hard to make sure everyone gets involved.   

2. Go to the OD site that you identified earlier.  Alternatively, bring some shit to the meeting place. 

3. Point at the shit. Get people to breathe in the smell & describe its colour, shape, size, and what 

its owner had for breakfast.   

While doing that, the Co-Facilitator should put an open can of taiyo nearby. 

 

Step 2:  Food & Shit / Water & Shit 

1. Point out the flies going between the shit and taiyo.  Offer the taiyo to the people to eat.   

2. Ask them if they ever see flies on their food at home.  “What happens when you eat that food?”  

Clap whenever someone says “We eat shit”. 

3. Pull out a hair from your head & rub it over the shit (or if there is no shit, rub the hair over the 

bottom of your shoe).  Put the hair in the bottle of water.  Offer the water to the people to drink. 

4. Ask them why they refuse to drink.  Ask what happens to the shit when it rains, and where that 

dirty water ends up.  Clap whenever someone says “We drink shit”. 

 

Step 3:  Smelly Hands   

1. Rub some toilet paper (or leaves / coconut husk) over the shit.  If there is no shit, put your hand 

inside your trousers and pretend to wipe your bottom with the paper. Be as dramatic as you like! 

2. Ask the people to smell your hands, and shake your hands. 

3. Ask what happens when you shake hands.  Probe until they say “We eat shit”.  Clap. 

 

Step 4:  Ignition moment 

1. Now that the village has agreed that they are eating shit, ask what they want to do about it. 

2. Single out people who say they want to a build a toilet & ask them when they will start.  Clap if 

it’s in the next 1-2 days.  If it’s more than 3 days, ask if they’re happy to continue eating shit in 

that time. Ask them what else they will build with the toilet to stop the spread of shit on hands.   

Recorder: Write the names of anyone who commits to start building a toilet in the next 1-2 days.   

3. Once some people have committed to building toilets, ask the village to put their hands up if 

they want to end open defecation in their village.  This is the ignition moment. 

a. If most or all of the people put their hands up, give them a clap and start Action Planning. 

b. If few people put their hands up, thank them for being honest and tell them to continue OD.  

Ask to take a photo of the group to record the village who are happy to eat their own shit.  

Check if they’re still happy to openly defecate.  Politely leave if they show no willingness to 

become No Open Defecation.  
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Action Planning 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Have the village agree on a plan of action to become NOD. 

 

Who: Lead Facilitator – leads the discussion. 

Co-Facilitator / Participation Builder – encourages natural leaders 

Recorder – record responses on a flipchart 

Time needed: 30 minutes 

Resources: Flipchart (5), marker, camera, Triggering Form 

 

An NOD Plan consists of five elements.  Clap each time agreement is made. 

 

1. Toilet design.  Ask people from the village to come up and draw the toilet that they will build.  

People can add to this, or propose different designs until everyone agrees.  Ensure the design: 

 Stops flies / animals 

 Includes handwashing facilities, with water and soap or soap alternative 

You can also discuss how to: protect water sources, protect against climate change, dispose of 

infant faeces and nappies, or provide facilities for menstrual hygiene management. 

In CLTS, we never tell people what type of toilet to build.  However, we can use probing 

questions to encourage simple, cheap designs that make best use of local skills and materials. 

For example, “Is everyone willing to build this?” or “What other ideas do people have?” 

If people say they are too poor or need subsidies, complete the Medical Calculation (page 27). 

 

2. Date to start construction.  Aim for next 1-2 days.  Tell the village you will come back on that 

day to see their progress in starting to dig toilets.  Start with the people whose names you 

collected during the Transect Walk. 

 

3. NOD date.  Get the village to agree on a date to be No Open Defecation (NOD) – ideally within 

the next 2 weeks – 1 month.   

If it is more than 1 month, ask if it is okay to continue eating each other’s shit in that time, or if 

there are ways to reach NOD faster (they could consider burying faeces, or sharing latrines). 

Check if there are people in the village who will need assistance to build toilets (eg. Elderly, 

people with disabilities), and who will help them. 

 

4. Village Bylaws.  Ask the village to set some rules for what will happen if people don’t follow this 

plan and who will enforce this.  Get agreement. 

NOTE:  Generally, actions that embarrass people are more motivating than charging money!  

Perhaps get non-compliant houses to build latrines for the elderly or people with disabilities. 

 

5. Committee.  Get the village to select a committee of up to 10 passionate people (“Natural 

Leaders”).  Aim for half men and women. 

Co-Facilitator or Recorder:  get names & contact details for committee members, and arrange a 

time to return in the next 1-2 days to provide training to the committee. 

 

If possible, take a photo of the village with their NOD Plan, and stick the plan up in the village as a 

reminder.  Finish with a demonstration of how to build simple HWF. 

 

SanTeam should complete the TRIGGERING FORM and send to Provincial EHD.
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AFTER THE TRIGGERING 

 

Good quality triggering alone, does not guarantee outcomes.   

 

Villages that become NOD quickly, are more likely to maintain it, so it is important to work very 

closely with the village for the 1-6 months directly after triggering.   

 

If you can’t afford the time or money to follow-up, then don’t trigger! 

 

The following is a rough sequence of steps that could be followed, and tools that can be applied, 

post-triggering.  Please feel free to modify in accordance with the local situation. 

 

 

After Triggering steps: 

1. Regular Follow-Up 

2. Training Natural Leaders 

a) Forming a committee 

b) Situation Analysis and Action Planning 

c) Dealing with Difficult Questions 

d) Latrine and Handwashing Designs 

3. Surprise Visits 

4. WASH Marketing 

 

 

Materials checklist: 

 Copy of Village Action Plan (from Triggering) 

 Tape / Nails and hammer (1) 

 Camera (if available) 

 Monitoring Forms (20) 

 Meeting Records (5) 

 Reporting Form (1) 

 Flipchart paper (6) 

 Markers (1) 

 Flyers / handouts listing WASH businesses (as needed) 
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Regular Follow-Up 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Meet with committees regularly to motivate them and track progress to be NOD. 

 

Who: 1-2 members of the SanTeam  

Time needed: 2 hours 

When: Every week after triggering until NOD is achieved, or up to 6 months. 

Resources: Monitoring Form (10), Reporting Form (1), Pen (1), camera (if available)  

 

Good quality triggering alone, does not guarantee outcomes.  Regular encouragement and support 

over a long period of time is the key to changing behaviour and achieving NOD status. 

 

Follow-up should form the majority of the work for SanTeams.  This cannot be achieved by sitting 

at home or in the office.  Ideally, the first monitoring should be 1-2 days after triggering. 

 

Experience has shown that villages that become NOD quickly, are more likely to maintain it.  With 

good, frequent follow-up, it is possible for a village to become NOD in just 2 weeks!   

On average, most villages become NOD in 2 months. 

 

If a village is not NOD after 6 months, and is showing little improvement or motivation, the chances 

of them reaching NOD status are very small.  In this case, it is better to leave this village, and focus 

your attention on villages that are more motivated.  Over time, as villages around them become 

NOD, social pressure may help to them to recommit to NOD. 

 

There are two factors that will help you & your village to achieve NOD status, quickly: 

1. Visit the village 1-2 times every week to check on progress, and support the committee. 

2. Train committees to take the lead in motivating and monitoring their village every day. 

 

 

Steps for Regular Follow-Up 

1. Meet with the Village Leaders and Committee.  Story with them about successes and 

challenges.  Praise the achievements, offer advice, and encourage them to keep going. 

2. Go through the most recent MONITORING FORMS completed by the committee.  Check for 

progress, and to see that data is entered correctly.  Copy the totals for the village into the 

REPORTING FORM to give to Provincial EHD. 

**If the committee has not completed the MONITORING FORM, you will need to do this during 

your visit.  This is why it is in your best interest to properly train and support your committee. 

3. Review the village’s NOD Plan & update it to show progress.  Check if the village is on-track to 

meet their agreed NOD date, and discuss how the committee will move forward. 

4. Let the committee know when you will meet with them next, and provide them with extra copies 

of the MONITORING FORM if they need.  Praise them again for their good work! 
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Why is it important to follow-up regularly? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How can you continue to provide encouragement and motivation to the village? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who in the village can help you in your goal to become NOD? 
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Training Committees 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Build capacity of Village and Natural Leaders to help their village become NOD. 

 

Who: 1-2 members of the SanTeam  

Time needed: 1 day 

When: The day after triggering 

Resources: Facilitator Manual, Flip chart (6), Markers (1), MONITORING FORMS (10), 

MEETING RECORD (5 copies), DESIGN GUIDE (10) 

 

In the first week after triggering, arrange a training workshop with the Village Leaders and selected 

committee.   

You may not need to do all steps if the village already has an active Health or WASH committee, so 

adjust the training to suit the needs of the committee. 

Step 1:  Create a Terms of Reference 

There is no single model for forming a committee.  Your role as a facilitator is not to tell the village 

how to form the committee.  Your role is to use questions to help the village develop a committee 

appropriate to their own needs. 

 

Go through the following questions with the committee and write down their decisions.  This forms 

the committee’s “Terms of Reference”. 

 

1. Get committee to sit in a circle.  This ensures equal participation of everyone. 

 

2. Identify the role of the committee.  Consider roles such as monitoring, encouraging 

households, enforcing bylaws, being role models of good sanitation and hygiene practice, and 

assisting elderly or people with disabilities to achieve NOD. 

 

3. Check the committee has the right people.  Aim for a mix of skills, equal men and women, 

representation from different religions, age groups, and people with disabilities / carers. 

 

4. Set the rules for the committee.  Decide when and where the village will meet, what happens 

if people are late or if a committee member doesn’t fulfil their role.     

 

5. Elect the positions: 

a. Chair – Main contact for committee, they call meetings, assign tasks & check they’re done. 

b. Deputy Chair – takes the place of the Chair if they are away. 

c. Secretary – invites members to meetings, keeps a record of things discussed at meetings 

d. Other positions can be developed if the group wants, however they must have a clear role 

that is written down. 
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Step 2:  Monitoring and Action Planning 

CLTS works best when committees take charge of regular monitoring and Action Planning.  Get 

them to consider doing monitoring visits several times a week, and Action Planning at each 

committee meeting. 

 

1. Monitor the Sanitation Situation.   

 Discuss why monitoring is important and explain how to complete the MONITORING FORM.   

 Get the committee to practice using the form by monitoring their village (they can divide the 

village into sections, with each committee member completing a different section).  Make 

sure they praise the household if it has made progress, and encourage them if not. 

 Return to the group and share their findings with the rest of the committee. 

 

2. Review NOD Plan.  Look at the NOD Plan made during the triggering.  Update it with the 

results from the MONITORING FORM.  Check that the agreed NOD date is still achievable.  If 

not, review the date with the committee. 

 

3. Discuss Success stories.  Write down any good success stories & discuss how you can use 

these examples of success to encourage other households. 

 

4. Discuss Challenges.  Discuss why some households may not be participating and, as a 

committee, decide what you can do to encourage or assist them (including enforcement). 

 

5. Develop an Action Plan.  Discuss and make a list of the activities that committee members will 

do between now and the next meeting (eg. Completing monitoring form, meeting with women’s 

group, school parade to promote toilets etc.).  Be clear about who & when these activities will be 

done.  Note:  It is helpful to draw a table with the columns:  Activity,  Who,  When 

 

6. Measure Social Inclusion.  Spend some time going through the Participation Ladder.  Then, 

separate the committee into men and women and get them to decide where they are on the 

ladder, where they would like to be, and what would support this happening.  Ask them to share 

with the group. 

 

7. Record the Meeting.  Ensure the Secretary completes a record of the meeting and its 

decisions.  If you wish, you can use the MEETING RECORD form in this Toolkit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

HOT TIPS:  Re-triggering households 

The best way to support households that did not attend the Triggering, is to do a “mini-

triggering”.  Get the whole household together and explain what happened: 

 A village meeting was held to talk about sanitation.  Give the diarrhoea rates, and 

explain that Leaders chose to use of the word “siti” for this discussion and why. 

 Explain the mapping exercise, which showed that the village was covered in siti.  .  Ask 

the household where that shit goes, until they say that they’re eating shit. 

 Mention the amount of shit that you calculated that is produced in the village. 

 Ask them to take a walk to the OD site – get them to smell and describe the shit, point 

out the flies & ask where they go, touch the shit with toilet paper and ask what happens 

when you don’t wash hands.  Then ask if they’re happy to live like this. 

 Explain that the village made a Plan to become No Open Defecation.  Go through the 

plan – latrine design, date to start, NOD date, village rules, committee. 

 Once triggered, let them know that you will visit regularly to check on progress. 
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Step 3:  Dealing with Difficult Questions 

As CLTS Facilitators and committee members conduct monitoring visits, they will often be 

confronted with questions and excuses from village members.  However, do not be afraid!  CLTS 

does not require you to be a toilet expert.  Remember, the villagers are the experts. 

 

1. Facilitation Techniques.  Spend some time going through Facilitation Techniques module with 

the committee.  In particular, get them to understand open and probing questions.   

2. Difficult Questions.  Read out the questions below, and get the committee to say how they 

would use probing questions to deal with these common difficult questions in the village. 

 

 

1. “We need water for toilets and hand washing. Help us get a water supply first, then we 
will build toilets.” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. “We are poor, and other villages have received a subsidy.  We need financial help”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3. “We need shovels and other tools to build a toilet. Can you provide these tools?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. “We have been shitting in the bush / ocean / river for hundreds of years, and we are fine. 
Why should we change?” 
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5. “If we use toilets, people will see when we are going to the toilet.  This is against our 
culture.  It is better if we go to the beach, and people won’t know what we’re doing” 

 

6. “When we shit in the ocean or river, the water carries our shit away, so we don’t have 
health problems. If we build toilets, we are bringing the shit closer to our homes.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. “We don’t know how to build a toilet.  We are waiting for you to show us”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. “We know that toilet olobaot is bad, but it is better than using a smelly pit latrine.  We will 
only consider pour-flush” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. “We are busy working in the garden to get an income.  We don’t have time to build 
toilets”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10. “We don’t have enough space to build toilets.  We cannot build on other peoples’ land” 
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Step 4:  Latrine and Hand washing Designs (1 hour) 

In many villages, there is a perceived lack of knowledge on how to build an inexpensive and 

quality latrine or hand washing facility.  The reality is that every village has somebody skilled in 

construction, somebody with good ideas, and lots of people to help out! 

 

Your role as a facilitator is to help committees provide technical ideas without specifying a 

particular design.  Remember, in CLTS, solutions must come from the villages themselves! 

 

1. Discuss the NOD criteria.  Use the Case Study in Introduction & Planning section to help you. 

 

2. Get the committee to draw the simplest toilet that meets this criteria. 

 

3. Discuss improvements.  Beside each element of a simple pit latrine (including handwashing), 

discuss different ways that these can be improved for different conditions. 

 Hand washing – consider location, materials, flowing vs stagnant water, water source (eg. 

Ocean, river, rainwater), soap storage, soap (where to buy, soap alternatives) 

 Pit – consider location, size, shape, soil conditions (eg. Sandy, rocky, waterlogged) 

 Slab – consider size, materials, reusability, how to stop flies and smell 

 You can also think about privacy, comfort & needs of people with disabilities / children / 

elderly - walls, door covering, roof to protect from rain, risers, lighting, pathways etc. 

 

The design guide at the back of this manual can be used to provide additional advice, but 

always encourage the community to develop their own design first, based on their existing 

knowledge, skills and resource. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

HOT TIP! 

If time and resources allow, you might consider doing some construction training, or 

working with the committee to build a low-cost demonstration latrine using the design and 

materials identified by the village. 

Only do this if the village shows high action post-trigger. 

Perhaps do the demonstration at a central place (eg. Church, school) or at the home of a 

vulnerable member of the village (eg. Person living with a disability). 
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Surprise Visits 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Conduct surprise visits to confirm data and obtain success stories 

 

Who: 1-2 members of the SanTeam or EHD / HPD  

Time needed: 4 hours 

When: 1-2 times per month 

Resources: MONITORING FORM (5), pen, camera 

 

Surprise Visits are designed to confirm the progress that villages are making towards NOD.  They 

are not to “catch people out”, but to provide additional support to villages by identifying challenges, 

finding solutions and celebrating successes as early as possible. 

 

Ideally, each SanTeam member and Provincial Environmental Health Officer will conduct 1-2 

surprise visit every month. 

 

1. Meet with Village Leaders.  Discuss the progress being made and the challenges. 

 

2. Visit 10-20 households.  Choose households at random (eg. Every fifth household) – do not let 

villagers choose for you!  If the village has fewer than 10 households, check every house.  Praise 

any successes, discuss challenges, and encourage households to reach NOD.  Complete the 

SURPRISE VISIT FORM, and remember to indicate that it’s a Surprise Visit. 

 

3. Compare results.  See if your results match the committee’s most recent MONITORING FORM. 

Discuss any of the differences or challenges with the committee and Village Leaders, and help 

the committee to improve in these areas. 

 

4. Obtain success stories.  Ask committee to identify some success stories, or even successful 

households that you can talk to.  Write these stories down or record them on video. 

 

5. Submit SURPRISE VISIT FORM.  Send to National RWASH Unit. 
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WASH Marketing 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Support local enterprises to improve village access to water, sanitation and hygiene. 

 

 

As an appreciation for toilets improves, or as conditions change due to climate change, households 

may wish to upgrade to better facilities.  This is what we call moving up the Sanitation Ladder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To move up the ladder, however, people need to be able to access skills, knowledge and materials.  

This is where WASH Marketing can succeed. 

 

Just like CLTS, villages respond to WASH Marketing in different ways.  It is recommended to start 

WASH Marketing in more favourable places first, establish some success stories, gain experience, 

and then use these successes to spread the movement to more difficult places. 

 

Favourable conditions Unfavourable conditions 

Evidence of household investment in 

improved housing and consumer durables 

(eg. TV, furniture, batteries) 

Households that know and use only traditional 

local materials and methods for home 

building. 

Access to water on the plot No, or difficult, access to water. 

Non-farming sources of income (eg. Wage 

labour) 

No source of cash 

High number of low-income households 

Stable residence and secure land tenure Nomadic households 

Lack of property title or ownership 

Large proportion of middle and high-income 

households without improved sanitation  

(ie. A large number of potential customers) 

Most households (except for the poorest) have 

improved sanitation 

Close to major roads or market centres Far from roads and markets 

Larger, denser villages Remote, small and isolated 

 

Once you have identified some favourable villages to commence WASH Marketing, below are some 

suggestions on how you, as a Facilitator, can assist this process. 

  

open 

defecation 

unimproved 

latrine 

improved 

latrine 

flush 

toilet 

high health benefits 

high 

cost 

no 

cost 
no health benefits 
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Identify existing enterprises: 

 Walk through the village, and speak to village members to identify existing local businesses that 

sell WASH-related materials or services.  This could include shops selling cement, wood, risers, 

soap, hand washing containers, taps, sanitary pads.  It could also include masons or individuals 

able to dig pits, saw timber, lay cement, build walls and roof etc. 

 List the businesses and what they provide on a flyer.  Give copies of this to the committee and to 

the businesses to hand out. 

 Get the businesses and the committee to work together to plan a sales event in the village, where 

they can showcase what they have to offer. 

 Don’t just promote these businesses in their own villages – promote them in neighbouring villages 

too! 

 

Support new enterprises: 

 Encourage committees, or members of the committee, to start their own WASH business.  They 

could arrange to bring hardware to their villages, and promote this as they do their monitoring. 

 Work with savings groups to discuss how they could start a small WASH Business, or build upon 

their existing business to include items for sanitation and hygiene. 

 Speak to village members that have already built a toilet.  If somebody has developed a new idea, 

ask them if they would be interested in selling the same system to others.  Hold an “Open Day” 

at households with toilets, to allow village members see demonstration models. 

 Encourage schools or village groups to sell WASH products as a fundraiser.  In some places, 

schools and churches have built hand washing facilities, made soap, or sewed sanitary napkins. 

 Get interested village members to pool their money and purchase items all together.  This could 

take advantage of bulk discounts, or divide transport costs. 

 

Improve access to finances: 

 Suggest villages hold a market day, where they can sell produce, handicrafts, anything, to raise 

funds for improving their toilets. 

 Encourage savings groups, such as through church committees or mothers unions. 

 Encourage businesses to provide interest-free credit. 

 Link villages to facilities that offer micro-credit loans (with low fees), or have a revolving fund 

(where money is loaned to one household, repaid, then loaned to the next household). 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

HOT TIP!  “Toilet Starter Packs” 

Why not develop a kit that households can purchase, which gives them all they need to 

become NOD.  It could include: 

 Cement or timber for one slab (or a completed slab) 

 Cover for the hole 

 Tippy tap 

 Soap on a rope 
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CLTS in Schools and Clinics 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Trigger schools and Clinics to take action against open defecation. 

 

 

Targeting schools and clinics at the same time as villages helps to reinforce the NOD message.  

After all, if people are still defecating in the open around schools and clinics, the surrounding village 

is still eating shit. 

 

In schools, children can be powerful leaders through their knowledge and use of hygiene practices 

learned at school.  They can help to promote hygiene action at home.  Similarly, Health Workers are 

well placed to influence and support households to improve sanitation and hygiene at home. 

 

In other countries, the CLTS approach has been used successfully in schools, using the same steps 

as for villages.  Be aware, that school and clinic sanitation facilities must follow specific standards 

set by the government, and this may be too expensive for some to afford on their own.   

 

However, there are lots of other actions that schools and clinics can take to reduce the spread of 

shit.  Plus, showing commitment to good sanitation and hygiene practices can help to convince the 

government to invest in water facilities and latrines at that school or clinic. 

 

 

Possible School or Clinic Sanitation and Hygiene Actions: 
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NOD & POST-NOD 

 

 

Maintaining NOD Steps: 

1. Verifying NOD 

2. Maintaining NOD 

a) Planning for the Future 

b) Scaling up CLTS 

3. Annual Review 

 

 

Materials checklist: 

 Flipchart (1) 

 Markers 

 SURPRISE VISIT – VERIFICATION – ANNUAL REVIEW FORM 

 Pen 

 Camera 

 Signboard celebrating NOD village (as needed) 
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Verifying NOD 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

b) Verify that a village is NOD 

 

Who: 3 or more people from SanTeam, Environmental Health & Health Promotion 

Time needed: 4 hours 

When: Monitoring form shows that the village meets criteria for NOD. 

Resources: MONITORING FORM, pen, camera 

 

A village can claim NOD status when the MONITORING FORM shows that the village meets all 

the criteria.  When this happens, the Village, or a SanTeam member, must contact Provincial 

Environmental Health to arrange a Verification Visit. 

 

 
 

1. Notify EHD of NOD village.  The most recent MONITORING FORM must show that the village 

meets all the criteria to be NOD before Verification will be arranged.  Once this happens, the 

village or a SanTeam member can contact Provincial Environmental Health. 

2. Organise a Verification Team.  This will be organised by EHD within 1 month and will include: 

 A minimum of 3 people. 

 Equal number of males and females. 

 Influential people not from that village (eg. Politician, Clinic staff, Chief, Church Leader, 

Teacher, Sanitation committee members from neighbouring villages) 

3. Meet with Village Leaders.  Discuss the purpose of the visit. 

4. Visit every household.  Check that every household meets NOD criteria.  Complete the 

VERIFICATION FORM, and remember to indicate that it’s a Verification. 

5. Confirm results.  Discuss your results with the Village Leaders and committee. 

 If the village is NOT NOD:  The Verification Team must explain why and work with the 

committee to develop an Action Plan to make the village NOD.  You may wish to review the 

Monitoring and Action Plan section with the committee. 

 If the village is NOD:  Ask the village leaders to share the positive result with their village, 

and get them to set a date for an NOD celebration. 

6. Obtain success stories.  Work with the village to write a story on how they achieved NOD status.  

Send this to RWASH so that everyone can share in your success! 

7. Arrange NOD Celebration. 

 National RWASH: Provide raise and taiyo for the celebration;  Arrange a signboard for the 

village declaring it NOD;  Print certificates & arrange financial reward for the SanTeam  

NOTE:  Reward is based on size of the NOD village & length of time it took to become NOD.  

Getting villages to become NOD as quickly as possible will work to the SanTeam’s advantage! 

 Provincial EHD & SanTeam: Assist village to arrange the celebration, including inviting guests. 

 Villages: Arrange the remainder of catering, as well as venue and entertainment.  

In order to be NOD, a village must meet all the criteria below: 

1. No signs of open defecation, and nobody in the household reports of open defecation. 

2. Every household uses a complete latrine (clean & stops flies / animals). 

3. Every household has hand washing facility, with water and soap (or soap alternative). 
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Maintaining NOD 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Work with villages to help them move up the Sanitation Ladder. 

b) Scale-up CLTS to other villages 

 

Who: 1-2 members of the Taskforce  

Time needed: ½ day 

When: 1 week – 1 month after NOD celebration 

Resources: Flip chart, pens 

 

Well done on attaining NOD status!  This is a great achievement and will make huge differences to 

the health and wellness of the village’s men, women and children. 

However, for the benefits to have a long-lasting effect, NOD practices must also be long-lasting.  

Now is the time to work with the village to prepare for what lies ahead, and ensure the village stays 

safe long into the future. 

 

Step 1:  Planning for the Future 

 

1. Arrange a village meeting.  Do this 1 week - 1 month after NOD celebrations.  Ask the Village 

Leaders to lead the meeting. 

 

2. Make an Action Plan to maintain NOD.  Get the villages to think about the following:  

 What will happen if people revert to Open Defecation? 

 What will households do when their latrine is full? 

 What will households do if latrines are flooded, or collapse due to earthquakes or cyclones?  

This is a good opportunity to promote WASH Marketing. 

 

3. Plan for Total Sanitation.  Now that the village is NOD, ask them what sanitation and hygiene 

issue they would like to focus on next (eg. Rubbish pits, animal enclosures).  Ask the Village 

Leader or committee to help the village to make an action plan to achieve this.  From this point, 

the Village Leaders or committee are responsible for ensuring this plan is completed. 

 

 

Step 2:   Scaling up CLTS 

 

1. Identify a new village to trigger.  With one village now NOD, it is possible for the SanTeam to 

start working with a new village.  Notify Provincial EHD of which village you wish to trigger, then 

go for it! 

 

2. Identify exceptional Natural Leaders.  In NOD villages, keep an eye out for exceptional 

Natural Leaders.  These leaders can be nominated to be trained as CLTS facilitators.  They can 

then be engaged to form a SanTeam to trigger and monitor villages in their area. 
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Annual Review 

 

Objectives:  By the end of this session, facilitators will be able to 

a) Assess if villages have maintained their NOD status, and act on the result. 

 

Who: 1-2 EHD / HPD officers  

Time needed: ½ day 

When: 1 – 2 times per year 

Resources: Monitoring Form, pen, camera 

 

Once a year, a member of Provincial Environmental Health or Health Promotion must conduct a 

review visit to every certified NOD village, to ensure that they are maintaining NOD practices. 

 

This Annual Review should follow the same process as the Surprise Visit. 

 

1. Meet with Village Leaders.  Discuss the purpose of your visit, successes & challenges. 

 

2. Visit 10-20 households.  Choose households at random (eg. Every fifth household) – do not let 

villages choose for you!  If the village has fewer than 10 households, check every house.  Praise 

any successes, discuss challenges, and encourage households to maintain NOD.  Complete the 

ANNUAL REVIEW FORM, and remember to indicate that it’s an Annual Review. 

 

3. Confirm results.  Discuss your results with the Village Leaders and committee. 

 If 80% or more of households are NOD:  The village keeps its NOD title.  Ask questions to 

find out how they have managed to achieve this & send the responses to RWASH. 

 If fewer than 80% of households are NOD:  Call a village meeting to discuss and plan how 

they would like to return the village to NOD status within one month.  Let them know that if 

the village is unable to meet the NOD criteria by then, they will lose their NOD title. 

 

4. Second Review (if necessary).  If village did not maintain 80% or more NOD, return after one 

month and monitor 10-20 more households.   

 If the village has returned to being NOD, congratulate and encourage them to maintain it. 

 If they have not returned to NOD, remove the signboard, and recommence regular follow-up.  

When the village returns to NOD, return the signboard, but be aware that the village does not 

get another NOD celebration. 

 

5. Submit ANNUAL REVIEW FORM.  Send to National RWASH Unit. 

 

Continue the Annual Review until the village demonstrates lasting commitment to NOD. 
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APPENDICES 



 
 

 

3-month CLTS Activity Plan & Budget (For SanTeams) 

Province: __________________________    SanTeam: ______________________________________ 

Date Submitted: _____________________  Period for Funding: _______________________________  

 

Activity Plan: 

Village Ward Date to 

start 

triggering 

Transport to village for 

triggering (if any)  

(Cost for faciltiators to 

reach village, return. 

Show calculation) 

Transport to P-EHD 

for reporting (if any) 

(Cost to/from P-EHD.  

Show calculation) 

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

Budget: 

 

 

Stationery – Item  (purchase from Honiara) Units per 

triggering 

Total units Unit 

cost 

Total 

cost 

Flipchart paper ½ book    

Masking Tape ½ roll    

Marker Pens 2 pens    

Printing (34 pgs per triggering + 4 pgs reporting) 

- Triggering:  Triggering form (1), Design book (20 pgs), 

Monitoring form (8), Meeting records (5) 

- Reporting:  Reporting Form (3); Activity Plan & Budget (1) 

    

   TOTAL  

Provincial Transfer - Item Payment instructions Frequency Unit 

cost 

Total 

cost ($) 

Pre-Trigger, Trigger & Committee Training 

 $40 taiyo, water & soap (Triggering) 

 $200 lunch (Committee training) Pay before triggering 

 

 

triggerings 

$240 

 

 

Transport to village for triggering  

(as calculated above) 

3 trips   

Lunch Ration 

 1 lunch (triggering) x 4 ppl x $50 

p/person 

Pay after triggering 

(When TRIGGERING & 

baseline MONITORING 

FORM submitted) 

 

 

triggerings 

$200  

Transport to P-EHD for reporting on 

Triggering (as calculated above) 

1 trip   

Transport to P-EHD for reporting monthly 

(as calculated above) 

Pay monthly 

(When REPORTING FORM 

submitted) 

3 months   

    TOTAL  



 

TRIGGERING FORM 

 

Village:  ___________________________ Ward: ___________________ Province: ___________________   

SanTeam Name: _____________________ Clinic: ________________ # Diarrhoea last year: ________ 

 

PRE-TRIGGER  Date:   Attendance:   M  F      = Total 

☐  Ice-breaker & intro ☐  CLTS ☐  Empower leaders – no subsidy   ☐  Agree on bad word for “shit” 

☐  Triggering meeting details:  Day ____________ Taem _____________  Pleis _____________________ 

☐  Is this time / venue suitable for: Women?  Y / N        Children?  Y / N        

☐  Are there households with people with limited mobility?  Y / N      CBR Officer present: ____________________ 

☐  Walk to OD areas   ☐  Baseline data collected (copy results into REPORTING FORM) 

Main Village Leaders Role / Title M/F Contact details 

    

    

    

    

    

 

TRIGGERING  Date:   Attendance:   M F     Chln  = Total 

Lead Facilitator  Recorder  

Co-Facilitator  Participation Builder  

Child Facilitator    

☐  Introduction   ☐  Children Session  ☐  Shit Mapping ☐  Shit Calculation 

☐  Medical Calculation  ☐  Transect Walk  ☐  Food / Water & Shit ☐  Smelly Hands 

Village Action Plan 

1. Agreed Toilet Design: Y / N  2.  Date to start:  ____________ 3.  Agreed NOD date:  ______________ 

4.  Agreed village rules: _______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Committee Names Role / Title M / F Contact details Trained? 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

What worked well? ___________________________________________________________________________ 

What didn’t work well? ________________________________________________________________________ 

Participation?  (Men)  Minimal  Active  Decision-making  (Women)  Minimal  Active  Decision-making  

Date first follow-up? __________ Who? ___________  Date committee training? __________ Who? ___________ 

COMMITTEE TRAINING Date:   Attendance:  (tick column on Committee table above) 

☐  Terms of Reference  ☐  Situation Analysis  ☐  Difficult Questions  ☐  Designs  



 

 

MONITORING FORM - INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Village:   Name of the village 

 

Ward:   Name of the ward where the village is located 

 

Province:  Name of the province where the village is located 

 

Facilitator:  Name of the CLTS Facilitator in charge of follow-up 

 

Name of Household: Write the name of head of the household so that the household can be identified.  

   Write down every household in the village (even if they do not have a toilet, or are sharing). 

Do not write households where there is nobody staying permanently (eg. Where owners live in 

Honiara.  These households will need to become NOD when they return). 

 

# people in HH  Number of people in the household.   

M is all males (men, boys, male babies).  F is all females (women, girls, female babies). 

 

# ppl limited mobility Number of people in the household who may have difficulty using the toilet.   

For example, elderly, small children, people with mobility, visual or intellectual impairments. 

 

All HH use a toilet Ask if everyone in the household uses a toilet every time (ie. Nobody goes to bush / beach) 

Only tick this if the answer is Yes.  Leave blank if it is No. 

 

Clean & stop flies Look at the latrine and check that it is clean (eg. No faeces) & stop flies (ie. All gaps are 

sealed, and the toilet has a way to stop flies such as a tight-fitting lid or water seal) 

 Only tick this if the answer is Yes.  Leave blank if it is No. 

 

Water  Look to see if there is water close to the toilet, or along the path to the toilet so that people 

must pass the water every time they go to the toilet. 

 Only tick this if the answer is Yes.  Leave blank if it is No. 

 

Soap Look to see if there is soap, or soap alternative, such as ash, sand, akwa leaf, with the water. 

 Only tick this if the answer is Yes.  Leave blank if it is No. 

 

Is HH NOD? Check that the household has answered yes for all criteria (All HH use a toilet + Clean & stops 

flies + Water + soap). 

Only tick this if the answer is Yes.  Leave blank if it is No. 

 

If toilet used,  Do not answer if the household still goes to bush / beach. 

is it shared?  If the toilet is used by only one household, write No. 

 If the toilet is used by more than one household, write Yes.   

Make sure to write details of all households that share that toilet in the lines below, and copy 

details of the toilet used.  Remember - All households must be included in the form. 

  

Comments This can be used for any notes you may wish to include (eg. Type of toilet, missing items, 

reasons for not building toilet etc.) 

 

Date: Date when the monitoring visit is conducted.  Six visits can be made using the one form. 

 

Name: Name of the person who completed the monitoring visit. 

 

Totals (no heading): Add up all columns / count the number of ticks or “Yes” responses.  Write this in the correct 

column next to the date / name. 

 Every time you monitor the village you can use the same form (up to 6 monitoring visits).  

To make things easy, you can go directly to households that are not NOD to check their 

progress.  As households complete a criteria for NOD, add a tick / “Yes”. 

 After each visit, add up totals to see what progress has been made since the last visit. 

 

Successes/Challenges Space to write down any particular challenges, or any success stories that may be worth 

sharing with others (eg. Communities working together to build a toilet for elderly etc.)  
  



 

 

MONITORING FORM 

Village:  _________________  Ward:  ________________ Province: ______________ Facilitator:  _______________ 

Tick / write Yes only if household fulfils that criteria.  If the answer is “No”, leave it blank. 

 Name of household 

(HH) 

# people 

in HH 

# ppl 

limited 

mobility 

All HH 

use a 

toilet 

Clean 

& stops 

flies W
a
te

r 

S
o
a
p
 

 

Is HH 

NOD? 

If toilet 

used, is it 

shared? 

Comments 

  
M F 

 
   

4 x Yes 
3 stars 

  

1            

2            

3            

4            

5            

6            

7            

8            

9            

10            

11            

12            

13            

14            

15            

16            

17            

18            

19            

20            

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 
Date: 

Name: 

          

 

Successes / Challenges:   _________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

 

MEETING RECORD  (For Committees) 

 

Village: _____________________ Ward:  ___________________ Province:  _____________________ 

 

Chairperson: _____________________ Secretary: ________________ Date of meeting: ________________ 

  

Committee members present 

Name M F Name M F 

      

      

      

      

      

 

Progress towards NOD:  (Take data from latest MONITORING FORMS) 

Has there been an improvement since the last meeting? ☐   Yes    ☐   No        Agreed NOD date:______________ 

Success story:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Challenges and solutions: ______________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Action Who? When? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

  

 

 

Next meeting: Date _________________  Time  __________________  Place ______________________ 

 

Participation:  Separate men/women. Ask each group where they are on the Ladder below, after this meeting. 

Participation?  (Men)  Minimal  Active  Decision-making  (Women)  Minimal  Active  Decision-making  

How will you ensure decision-making by men and women at the next meeting?  ___________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

REPORTING FORM - INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Province:  Name of the province where the village is located 

 

Ward:   Name of the ward where the village is located 

 

SanTeam  Name of the team that triggered the villages (eg. The Eagles) 

 

Name of Village: Name of the village reporting on. 

 

Date monitoring visit: Copy the dates of each monitoring visit from the Monitoring Form. 

   Ensure every date is copied over, not just the last one. 

 

# HH:   Number of households in the village that is being reported on.  

 

# people in village Number of people in the village that is being reported on.   

M is all males (men, boys, male babies).  F is all females (women, girls, female babies). 

 

# ppl limited mobility Number of people in the village who may have difficulty using the toilet.   

For example, elderly, small children, people with mobility, visual or intellectual impairments. 

 

# HH use a toilet Number of households in the village that use a toilet.  Copy from the monitoring form. 

 

# HH use clean  Number of households in the village that use a toilet that is clean & stops flies. 

toilet stops flies Copy this from the monitoring form. 

 

# HH with water  Number of households that have water for handwashing nearby or along the path to the toilet.  

Copy this from the monitoring form. 

 

# HH with soap Number of households that have soap for handwashing next to the water.   

Copy this from the monitoring form. 

 

# HH NOD? Number of households that fulfil all criteria for being NOD. Copy this from the monitoring form. 

 

# HH that use  Number of households that share a toilet with other households. 

share toilet  Does not include households that continue to openly defecate. 

Copy this from the monitoring form. 

  

Success story /  Write down any “good news” stories about sanitation in the village, or any particular 

Challenges & Solutions challenges that the villages are having.  Be sure to include the name of the village. 

  

 



 

 

REPORTING FORM 

 

Province: _______________________ Ward: __________________________ SanTeam: __________________________ 

 Name of village Date 

monitoring 

visit 

# HH # people 

in village 

# ppl 

limited 

mobility 

# HH 

use a 

toilet 

# HH use 

clean toilet 

stops flies 

# HH 

with 

water  

# HH 

with 

soap 

# HH NOD 

 

4 x Yes 

# HHs that 

use share 

toilets 

Comments 

    M F  
   

3 stars   

1              

2              

3              

4              

5              

6              

7              

8              

9              

10              

11              

12              

13              

14              

15              

16              

 

Success story / Challenges & solutions (include name of village):  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



 

 

SURPRISE VISIT - VERIFICATION – ANNUAL REVIEW FORM 

Village:  _________________  Ward:  ________________ Province: ______________ Facilitator:  _______________ 

Is this?  ☐  Surprise Visit Check 10-20 households   Do your results match village’s?  Yes / No 

☐  NOD Verification Check EVERY household   Is EVERY household NOD?   Yes / No 

☐  Annual Review Check 10-20 households  Are 80% of households NOD?  Yes / No 

Tick / write Yes only if household fulfils that criteria.  If the answer is “No”, leave it blank. 
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Date: ______________  Signed:  1. ___________________  2.  ___________________  3. ____________________ 

 

Comments / Further Actions:   _____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Latrine Design Guide 
 

 

 



 

The SOLOMON ISLANDS COMMUNITY-LED TOTAL SANITATION (CLTS) TOOLKIT – LATRINE 

DESIGN GUIDE is one of the support manuals developed for the Rural Water Supply, Sanitation 

and Hygiene Programme in the Solomon Islands. 

 

This design guide provides a basic starting point for latrine design in rural villages.  It is intended to 

offer different ideas for households, using the skills they already have, and the materials that are 

available locally.   

 

It is not intended as a “How To Construct” guide.  It is not intended as a guide for institutions, such 

as schools or resorts.  In all situations, the requirements of the National RWASH Technical Design 

Standards and WASH Policy must still be met. 

 

The guide was developed by Isabel Ross from the RWASH Unit within Environmental Health 

Division at the Ministry of Health and Medical Services (MHMS).  It has benefitted from the ideas 

and experience of a number of technical experts – 

 Bryce McGowan, Piter Visser & Marcel Gapu – Environmental Health Division, MHMS 

 John Pitamana – Community-Based Rehabilitation, MHMS 

 Peter Wopereis, Solomon Islands Rural Development Program (RDP) 

 Godwin Kamtukule, United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 

 Teddy Irumai, World Vision Solomon Islands 

 Emma Grogan, Caritas Australia 

 Kieren Davis & William Chipu, Live & Learn Solomon Islands 

 Julian Tung, Save the Children Solomon Islands 

 Amy Dysart & Gracie Walaodo, Water Aid 

 

The Guide has been produced through financial assistance from the Australian Government. 

 

Much thanks to WEDC, UNICEF Zambia, Rural Health Care Cambodia, Bjorn Brandberg, Wilfred 

Banda and Isabel Ross for images. 

 

A COMPLETE LATRINE 
 

Solomon Islands follows a three-star system to help villages reach “No Open Defecation” status.  

Having all three stars means a village stops the spread of faeces through flies, fingers (hands), 

fields and fluids (water), and thus, makes them “No Open Defecation”. 

 

1. No Open Defecation.  If one person defecates in the open, those faeces can be spread to 

other people in the community.  By stopping open defecation, it stops the spread of faeces 

through fields and fluids (such as rivers). 

 

2. Every household uses a latrine that is clean and stop flies.  By sealing slabs well, having 

a cover over holes, and cleaning the slab regularly, it stops flies getting to faeces. 

 

3. Every household has a place to wash hands with water and soap close to the latrine.  

Having a place to wash hands close to the toilet, reminds people to wash their hands and 

makes it easy for them to do so.  By washing hands with running water and soap (or 

alternative such as ash, sand or leaf), it stops the spread of faeces through fingers. 

 

  



 

 

1. LOCATION OF LATRINE 
 

  Is the toilet 30 metres from any rivers, wells, springs or shallow boreholes? 

 Make sure toilets are not directly uphill of wells or shallow boreholes. 

 

  Is the toilet easy to get to from the house? 

 A flat path that is clear of rubbish, rocks, trees or long grass. 

 Everyone, including children, the elderly, and people with disabilities should reach 

the toilet easily.  

 Everyone should feel safe traveling to the toilet. 

 

  Does the area flood?  Is groundwater close to the surface? 

 Move to higher ground, if possible. If not possible, see designs at 2b & 2c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. HOLE 
 

  What is the best size of the pit for an average household (5 people)?   

 Small pits = cheaper, but need to dig more often (fills quickly). 

 Big pits = bigger slabs / structures = more expensive, and collapse more easily. 

 
             1 year              5 years           5 years 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

0.6 metres 

1 metre 

3m 

1.5 metres 
1.5m 

30 metres 30 metres 30 metres 

Well 

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 



 

2a. SANDY / COLLAPSIBLE SOIL    
 Dig the pit round, and smaller. 

 Use a light weight slab.   

 Line the pit – make sure the lining has holes & the bottom is open so liquid can 

escape. 

 
      Drums      Cement Ring   

                
Weaved Basket     Bamboo or Sago Palm 

Layer of clay stops termites      Lash with lawyer cane 

(leave holes & bottom open to let liquid escape)  Layer of clay stops termites (leave  

holes & bottom open to let liquid out) 

                 
 

Limestone          Wire & cement 

              

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 



 

2b. HIGH WATER TABLE & HARD GROUND 
 

  Is the groundwater less than 3 metres below the surface in wet season?   

 
1. Move to higher ground (if possible)      2.  Shallow Pit 

 Don’t build directly above wells or borehole 
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Raised Pit        4.Double Dry Pit (Composting)  

           Can be 2 x shallow pits, or 2 x raised pits 

 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                               _ _ _ _ _   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

5. Shallow Offset (Pour-Flush only)     6.  Double Shallow Offset (Pour-Flush) 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2c. FLOOD-OLOWE AREAS 
 Build the toilet in higher ground, above the flood line, if possible. 

 Build a raised pit (as above) 

  

1.5m minimum 

Pit in use When pit full - Cover. 
Empty contents after 
1 year & re-use. 

Sealed with cement 

above flood level 
Build supporting mound 

of stones & sand/gravel 

Flood level 
Ground level 



 

3. SLAB 

 

  Is the slab stable?  (Should completely cover the pit with 20cm overlap at the edge) 

 

  Is there good drainage? Can stormwater enter the toilet? 

 Raise above ground level, or divert water away 

 

  Does slab need to be moved and re-used in future? 

 

  What is the best size of the hole?  
 

 

 

  Is the slab smooth and easy to clean?  Does it stop flies getting in? 

 All latrines require cleaning.  Do not use chemicals to clean dry pit  

 

 

 

3a. IMPROVED DRY PIT 

 

  Is there a cover over the hole to stop flies getting in? 

 

  Is ash, or dry material, added to the pit each day to stop smells? 

 Liquid causes the pit to smell.  Keep the pit dry to stop smells.   

 Use a handful of dry materials to soak up liquid (eg. Ash, sawdust, 

coconut husk, dry leaves, toilet paper)  

 
Bush Timber & Plastic     Bamboo & Sacks       Timber, Mud & Plastic 

 eg. SolRais bags              Plastic sheet only 

  

SanPlat      Sawn Timber  Cement & Wire Mesh 

 60cm cement slab for easy cleaning 

     

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

25cm 

15cm 18cm 5cm 



 

 

3b. VENTILATED DRY PIT 
 

VIP 

 Must be dark inside to attract flies into the vent pipe 

 Cover that doesn’t seal the hole 

 Requires good airflow around the toilet – no trees or shade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3c. WATER-SEALED LATRINES 
 

  Is there lots of water available all year around?  Is water close by? 

 Do not build water-sealed system if you rely on rainwater.   

 Sea water can be used to flush, but slows down degradation. 

 Use toilet paper only - do not use coconut husk, leaves, other types 

of paper, etc.  

 

  Does the soil have good drainage? 

 
Pour-flush 

 

                        

Airflow  

Mesh - stop flies but 

allow air 

100-150mm pipe / bamboo: 

 Top is painted black 

 500 mm higher than roof  

 No bends or shade – 

sunlight reaches pit 

 

Water must 
seal the gap 
to stop flies & 
smells 

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 



 

4. HANDWASHING 

 

  Is the handwashing station convenient?           

 Outside the latrine, or on the path that goes to / from the latrine 

 Easily visible from the door of the latrine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Is there soap?   

 You can also use ash, sawdust, lime, sand, leaf….anything that scrubs the skin! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Is there flowing water?      

 Any water can be used, including sea water & river water. 
 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

  

Liquid soap* - kuat / soap powder + water.   

Squeeze through hole in cap.  

Soap on a rope* 

Less than 5m 

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Plug - bucket 

Dip and Drip* 

Tippy Tap - basic Tippy Tap - with foot stand* 

Bucket / Cement Jug 

with tap* 

Small hole in the base 

of the bottle 

Open lid = water runs.   

Close lid = water stops. 

Pressure Bottle* 

Tap stand with soap 

Plug - bamboo 



 

5. FINIS 
  Path 

 Can everyone in the household easily and safely reach the toilet? 

 Is a guide needed for people who have difficulty seeing? 

 

      Brightly coloured stones    Guide rail or string 

   
 

  Small House  

 Are there walls for privacy, and a roof to protect from rain? 

 Can it be moved and reused? 

 Is a ramp / steps needed?  Can they be used by  

elderly, young children and wheelchairs? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Door  

 Is the entrance wide enough for wheelchairs? 

 Can door be opened and closed easily by children, 

elderly and people with disabilities? 

 Does it need a lock inside for privacy? 
 

  Size 

 Is there enough room to supervise a child or, if needed, move a wheelchair?  

 Is the slab strong enough to support a wheelchair, and someone supervising? 

 

 



 

  Getting up / down 

 Can everyone in the household easily use the toilet? 

 Is there a rope / rail, or seat, to make it easier to sit down & stand up?   

 Is a step needed for children to reach the seat? 

          

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Light 

 Is there enough light for children & people who have difficulty seeing? 

Note: If toilet is a VIP, it must be dark so that flies follow the light up the vent pipe   

 Is there a place to put a light/torch at night?  

 

  Child Faeces 

 Are faeces of young children being put into toilet?  

(Child faeces can be 20 times more dangerous than adult faeces) 

 Can children reach seat, or squat over hole safely? 

 Reusable diapers:  Is the water used to clean diapers put into 

toilet?  Are diapers dried in direct sunlight to kill germs? 

 Disposable diapers:  Are diapers stored in sealed containers 

away from pests & animals?  Are they burned completely or 

buried away from drinking water? 

 

  Menstrual Hygiene 

 Is there privacy and space for women to change sanitary napkins? 

 Is there a bucket of water available for women to wash themselves if required? 

 Is there a mirror to check for stains? 

 Reusable sanitary napkins:  Are napkins dried in direct sunlight to kill germs? 

 Disposable napkins:  Are napkins stored in sealed containers away from pests & 

animals?  Are they burned completely or buried away from drinking water? 

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 



 

6. PUBLIC & SHARED LATRINES 

 

  Are there enough hand washing places with soap and water? 

 

  Multiple Tippy-Taps    Bamboo with multiple plugs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Is there a plan for cleaning and maintenance? 

 How often will the toilet be cleaned, and monitored for breakages? 

 Will cleaning duties be shared between everyone, not just girls? 

 Who is responsible for funding cleaning and maintenance materials? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Is there a plan on how to manage the toilet when full? 

 Can the slab & superstructure be moved and reused on a new pit? 

 If twin pit, composting or septic system, can the tank / pit be emptied safely? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember:  Latrines must be clean, stop flies, and have a place to wash hands 

with water & soap (or soap alternative). 

 


